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ABSTRACT
The WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) demonstrates the international political will invested in combating the tobacco pandemic and a newfound prominence for tobacco control within the global health agenda. However, major difficulties exist in managing conflicts with foreign and trade policy priorities, and significant obstacles confront efforts to create synergies with development policy and avoid tensions with other health priorities. This paper uses the concept of policy coherence to explore congruence and inconsistencies in objectives, policy, and practice between tobacco control and trade, development and global health priorities. Following the inability of the FCTC negotiations to satisfactorily address the relationship between trade and health, several disputes highlight the challenges posed to tobacco control policies by multilateral and bilateral agreements. While the work of the World Bank has demonstrated the potential contribution of tobacco control to development, the absence of non-communicable diseases from the Millennium Development Goals has limited scope to offer developing countries support for FCTC implementation. Even within international health, tobacco control priorities may be hard to reconcile with other agendas. The paper concludes by discussing the extent to which tobacco control has been pursued via a model of governance very deliberately different from those used in other health issues, in what can be termed ‘tobacco exceptionalism’. The analysis developed here suggests that non-communicable disease (NCD) policies, global health, development and tobacco control would have much to gain from re-examining this presumption of difference.

INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, tobacco control has enjoyed a historically remarkable prominence within international health, a status epitomised by the extensive ratification of the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), the first international public health treaty negotiated by the WHO.1 Yet the place of tobacco control within global health policy can also appear curiously uncertain. The FCTC was critical to Gro Harlem Brundtland’s strategy for the renewal of the WHO during her term as WHO Director General (1998–2003),2 3 yet tobacco-focused work received less than US$38.3 million from WHO’s 2006–2007 programme budget (less than one-quarter of that allocated to malaria and one-seventh of that for HIV/AIDS).3 Tobacco control’s substantial potential to contribute to development was recognised by the World Bank, but it is excluded from the Millennium Development Goals, as are non-communicable diseases (NCDs) more broadly. And although the FCTC has been widely praised as a governance instrument and commended as a model for the control of other NCDs,4 WHO’s recent global alcohol strategy5 diverges substantially from it, while a key architect of the FCTC now articulates a very different approach to regulating the food industry.7

This peculiar mix of centrality and marginality reflects tensions between tobacco control and broader approaches to public health policy and global governance. Global governance refers to the ‘worldwide transboundary interactions’ of multiple actors among various policy levels8 and recognises the increasingly influential roles of non-state actors.9 Global health is thereby seen as shaped by international organisations, transnational corporations and civil society, as well as nation states. While the FCTC demonstrates the substantial scope for innovative policy regimes to enhance tobacco control and health outcomes, significant challenges are posed by broader trends in governance of the global economy such as trade liberalisation and the promotion of foreign direct investment.9 10 Effective tobacco control rests on a distinctively interventionist approach to regulating the conduct of specific corporate actors and is thereby very different from policymaking in most areas of public health.11 The FCTC implicitly sought to constrain transnational tobacco corporations12 at a time when WHO committed itself to much closer engagement with the commercial sector.15 Whereas tobacco companies are typically viewed as having interests that fundamentally conflict with public health, with Article 5.5 requiring their exclusion from the making of public health policy,1 14 other industries with substantial global health impacts (notably food and alcohol) are commonly viewed as appropriate partners in the development and delivery of health policy.14 The distinctiveness of tobacco control priorities by comparison with broader economic and foreign policy agendas was similarly evident in debates over the proposed inclusion of ‘health over trade’ language in the FCTC, in which widespread enthusiasm among developing country delegations and tobacco control advocates conflicted with the primary importance attached to trade liberalisation by high-income countries and international financial organisations.2 12 15

Such distinctiveness and consequent tensions have important implications for strategies to counter the tobacco pandemic and for global health governance.
more broadly. These issues assume particular significance in the context of the United Nations High-Level Summit on NCDs in New York in September 2011. This paper seeks to explore the place of tobacco control within global governance and health policy and examine such implications using the concept of ‘policy coherence’ to assess congruence between tobacco control and other policy objectives. The term policy coherence connotes negative and positive senses. Its negative sense describes the absence of coherence or ‘of inconsistencies between and the mutual impairment of different policies’ while positive usage ‘means the interaction of policies with a view to achieving overriding objectives’. The promotion of coordination across sectors has itself become a policy objective and indicator of successful governance, such that according to Lanzalaco, “the term ‘integrated policy’ has somehow become a synonym for ‘best policy’.”

The promotion of policy coherence is an established concern within development studies, and has been defined by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) as requiring ‘taking account of the needs and interests of developing countries in the evolution of the global economy’. In global health, interest in policy coherence has arisen primarily in efforts to reconcile health objectives with trade liberalisation, referring to ‘the extent to which conflicts between policy agendas are minimised and synergies maximised’. The Bangkok Charter for Health Promotion presents the promotion of policy coherence across multiple levels of government, international agencies and with other actors, including the commercial sector, as able to ‘strengthen compliance, accountability and transparency with international agreements and treaties that affect health’. The FCTC can itself be viewed as a tool to promote coherence across the multiple policy spheres relevant to tobacco control, requiring parties ‘to develop and support, at the national, regional and international levels, comprehensive multisectoral measures and coordinated responses’ and to establish a national coordinating mechanism or focal point for tobacco control.

This paper will first explore the challenges posed for tobacco control by the limited congruence between its objectives and wider economic and foreign policy agendas, focusing particularly on tensions with trade agreements. It then considers the extent to which tobacco control has been integrated with the broader development policy agenda, before examining the difficulties experienced in maximising coherence even within health agencies. The paper concludes by discussing the extent to which tobacco control has been pursued via a model of governance that, in being based on the management of conflict of interest with corporate actors, has very deliberately differed from those used in other health issues. The analysis developed here suggests that tobacco control, NCD policies and global health and development more broadly would have much to gain from re-examining this presumption of difference.

**Tobacco Control and Governance of the Global Economy: Key Tensions**

Developments in economic governance are now recognised as enormously significant for global health, particularly in driving health inequalities. Debate has focused primarily on the health implications of multilateral trade agreements under the WTO and on the policies of financial institutions, including the World Bank and International Monetary Fund (IMF). Corporations have often been influential in shaping trade agreements, most notably in intellectual property rights and it has proved difficult to advance public health objectives within such fora.

The contemporary prominence of global health has witnessed efforts by international organisations to demonstrate the extent to which health goals are consistent with economic, development and foreign policy priorities. In the 2007 Oslo Declaration, Brazil, France, Indonesia, Norway, Senegal, South Africa and Thailand ‘agreed to make impact on health a point of departure and a defining lens that each of our countries will use to examine key elements of foreign policy and development strategies’. A comparable initiative to promote coherence between tobacco control priorities domestically and internationally was announced by the USA, with the 1997 ‘Doggett amendment’ aiming to end support of the tobacco industry by US overseas agencies.

Reports of significant breaches of this commitment, its exemption allowing opposition to protectionist tobacco control measures ‘which are not applied equally to all tobacco or tobacco products of the same type’, and the tobacco industry’s influence on US positions in FCTC negotiations all highlight the challenge of achieving and sustaining substantive policy coherence.

The impacts of trade liberalisation in increasing tobacco consumption in low-income and middle-income countries are well established, but the extent to which obligations under trade agreements constrain scope for effective tobacco control policies has long been debated. The political ramifications of such disputes meant that the FCTC was unable to effectively address such tensions. Although its preamble acknowledges that the tobacco epidemic is facilitated through a variety of complex factors with crossborder effects, including trade liberalisation and direct foreign investment, the convention does not sufficiently address its relationship with these drivers. The ongoing significance of this omission is evident in the tobacco industry’s expectation that it would have ‘much to gain from the lowered import duties and streamlined trade administration’ deriving from a completion of the WTO Doha negotiating round.

The relevance of trade agreements to tobacco control policy is demonstrated by recent disputes within the WTO and under bilateral trade agreements, some two decades on from the landmark GATT adjudication in the Thai cigarette case. In September 2011, for example, a WTO dispute settlement panel reported its findings on a claim brought by Indonesia against the USA. The panel found in favour of Indonesia’s claim that Section 907 of the US Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act prohibiting the production or sale in the US of cigarettes with a ‘characterizing flavor’ other than menthol or tobacco constituted trade discrimination against clove-based kretek imported from Indonesia. Similarly, in June 2010 over WTO member states expressed concerns about Canada’s ‘Cracking Down on Tobacco Marketing Aimed at Youth Act’, claiming that its measures prohibiting tobacco products containing some flavourings and additives would effectively preclude traditional blended cigarettes and thus breach obligations under the Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) agreement. Key fiscal measures of national tobacco control policies are also being contested. In July 2011, a panel rejected Thailand’s appeal against an adjudication in favour of claims by the Philippines that several of Thailand’s taxation, licensing and customs requirements discriminated against tobacco imports. Ukraine has requested a panel to review its claim that Armenia levies discriminatory internal taxes on imported tobacco products, imposing duties in excess of WTO obligations.

WTO disputes attract particular attention within public health because the organisation’s dispute settlement provisions
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can require countries to either revoke health measures deemed to contravene trade obligations or to accept the imposition of punitive sanctions. But it is argued that the WTO actually offers a comparatively encouraging context within which to address tensions between health and trade objectives, given that WTO agreements acknowledge public health protection as a legitimate goal, incorporate significant flexibilities to accommodate this, and (potentially key for tobacco control) do not allow corporations to directly pursue legal action against states. Importantly, however, the primacy of the WTO within the global trade policy agenda is being eroded. The shift from the WTO to alternative fora, particularly bilateral trade agreements, can undermine public health protections afforded under WTO agreements, while bilateral and regional trade agreements increasingly include provision for investor-state disputes.

The potential significance of this shift is exemplified by a claim filed by three Philip Morris International (PMI) companies against Uruguay at the World Bank’s International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). A tribunal was established in March 2011 to assess PMI’s claims that key provisions of Uruguay’s tobacco control programme (requiring companies to sell only one pack variation per cigarette brand, mandating that health warning cover 80% of packaging and providing for graphic imagery in warnings) contravene obligations under a bilateral investment treaty between Uruguay and Switzerland. Similarly, in June 2011, PMI’s Australian subsidiary announced it would challenge proposed plain packaging legislation, claiming that it would infringe Australia’s bilateral trade agreement with Hong Kong.

Tobacco control and development: a limited impact on priorities

While the highly contested politics of trade and global health mean that such limits to policy coherence are perhaps unsurprising, it is also clear that international tobacco control objectives are not sufficiently reconciled with those of closely related agendas, particularly development. The negotiation of the FCTC made substantial progress in this regard, notably via the active engagement of the World Bank and its support for tobacco control as positive for development, and as likely to combine substantial health gains with enhanced government revenues for the majority of countries. This demonstration of cost effectiveness was key to the FCTC’s successful negotiation. The success of WHO’s African and Southeast Asian regions in shaping the FCTC agenda and engaging countries reliant on tobacco agriculture reduced tobacco companies’ ability to plausibly depict tobacco control as a first world issue.

Since the completion of negotiations, however, the consolidation of tobacco control within the wider development agenda has been at best partial. There has, for example, been limited progress towards economically and environmentally sustainable alternatives to tobacco growing under Articles 17 and 18. The United Nations’ Global Compact, via which businesses can align with international commitments to human rights, labour, the environment and anti-corruption, has a policy of actively discouraging participation by tobacco companies. But this policy does not preclude such participation, and its membership includes Souza Cruz and ITC, dominant players in the cigarette industries of Brazil and India.

Tobacco control’s omission from the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), within the wider omission of NCDs, has also been significant. While reducing tobacco consumption in developing countries could clearly contribute to achieving MDG objectives such as eradicating extreme poverty, reducing child mortality, improving maternal health and promoting environmental sustainability, strategies for attaining the MDGs have generally not been interpreted as entailing promotion of tobacco control or other NCD priorities. Tobacco control’s exclusion from the core priorities of leading international health and development donor agencies has been seen as contributing significantly to the difficulties involved in securing adequate funding to support FCTC implementation in resource poor settings.

Beyond this failure to maximise possible synergies, however, there remain issues and practices where the concerns of tobacco control and development actors diverge and are often still perceived as being in conflict. This is evident, for example, in arguments advanced within the WTO’s TBT committee against Canada’s recent measures on flavourings and additives. The delegations of Malawi, Kenya and Uganda submitted near identical documents alleging that this legislation ‘will have a negative effect on’ their respective ‘long term economic prospects’ and create ‘unnecessary obstacles to exports from developing country Members’.

There have been attempts to promote policy coherence across UN agencies via the Ad Hoc Interagency Task Force on Tobacco Control, but the difficulties of attaining this are exemplified by the case of the Eliminating Child Labour Initiative (ECLT). This project, ostensibly aimed at the elimination of child labour in tobacco farming, is coordinated and funded by tobacco companies. ECLT was created by tobacco companies as a corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiative aimed primarily at improving their perception among elite and public opinion in high-income countries. The decision not to participate within it therefore seems fairly straightforward for tobacco control organisations given the industry’s misappropriation of CSR. Viewed from within development, occupational health or child labour agendas, however, the health impacts of tobacco use are often peripheral to other concerns and cooperation with the tobacco industry may seem advantageous. In Kyrgyzstan, the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the UN Development Programme (UNDP) and UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) as well as Save the Children all participate in the ECLT’s national steering group working alongside tobacco industry personnel. This challenge to policy coherence is similarly evident at the national level from the participation in ECLT of the Kyrgyz ministries of Labour, Rural and Water Management, and Employment and Migration. This participation has occurred despite the Ministry of Health identifying the absence of Article 5.3 from national law as the key barrier to Kyrgyzstan’s implementation of the FCTC.

Tobacco control and global health: distinctive model of governance

This limited coherence between tobacco control priorities and development and foreign policy agendas is perhaps less surprising given the difficulties of attaining consistency even within health agencies. Such issues have been highlighted since 2007 by the case of the Instituto Carlos Slim de la Salud (ICSS). This major philanthropic initiative was founded by one of the world’s richest men, Mexican businessman Carlos Slim Helú, and endowed with US$500 million to focus on priority health issues in Latin America. Yet despite being lauded by the Bulletin of the WHO and an advisory committee of pre-eminent figures in international health, ICSS can be seen as the tobacco-funded gift of a leading industry figure. Slim’s wealth has derived from his longstanding dominance of Mexico’s tobacco industry and he remains a PMI board member.
Such large-scale tobacco philanthropy poses a challenge to other health agencies, evident in the conduct of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF). In April 2010 BMGF withdrew its tobacco control funding from Canada’s International Development Research Center (IDRC) citing conflict of interest after learning that IDRC’s board chair was simultaneously a director of Imperial Tobacco Canada. Yet 2 months later, BMGF announced a 5-year collaboration to reduce health inequities and support achievement of the health MDGs in Central America with ICSS as a key partner. Even within WHO, which has sought to create ‘a complete firewall’ between itself and tobacco companies, industry documents indicate that ostensibly independent scientists were used by Philip Morris to gain access to Thailand’s scientific community, to influence research and teaching and develop relations with key officials via the Chulabhorn Research Institute (CRI), a WHO Collaborating Centre since December 2005.

Tobacco control incorporates a model of governance that is clearly distinctive within global health and which strikingly differentiates it from broader trends in health governance, including approaches to managing other leading risk factors for NCDs. The launch of the FCTC as central to Brundtland’s transformation of WHO here incorporates something of a paradox. Its negotiation constituted a de facto attempt to regulate the conduct and health impacts of transnational corporations, albeit crucially a distinctive subsection of the commercial sector, at a time when WHO was becoming reliant on an unprecedented extent on collaboration with corporations, particularly via global health partnerships to address infectious disease priorities.

As exemplified by Article 5.3, the FCTC therefore embodies a commitment to rejecting the possibility of collaboration with the tobacco industry and an active policy of minimising interactions and policy engagement with it. When viewed from perspectives beyond tobacco control, this model can seem inconsistent with the widespread emphasis on promoting stakeholder participation that is seen as central to ‘good governance’ within international organisations, and very different to practices such as the ILO’s emphasis on ‘tripartism’, by which employers’ and workers’ organisations should have an equal voice in policy development.

The WHO’s conception of the interests of the tobacco industry as antithetical to those of public health also differs from the positive potential attributed to collaboration with other industries with substantial health impacts. The FCTC is one of three foundations of WHO’s wider approach to tackling NCDs alongside its Global Alcohol Strategy and Global Strategy on Diet, Physical Activity and Health. Notwithstanding the exceptionally aggressive opposition of the sugar industry during its development, the latter depicts the private sector as ‘a significant player in promoting healthy diets and physical activity to the public’ and the food industry as having an ‘important (part) to play as responsible employers and as advocates for healthy lifestyles’ and as a potential partner with governments. Despite broad calls from health groups for the adoption of an FCTC-like approach to alcohol regulation, the recent WHO global alcohol policy was developed in consultation with the alcohol industry and encourages it ‘to consider effective ways to prevent and reduce harmful use of alcohol within their core roles mentioned above, including self-regulatory actions and initiatives’. Such scope for self-regulation and potential for partnership with vectors of ‘industrial epidemics’ is now very difficult to reconcile with the tobacco control experience.

**CONCLUSIONS: PROMOTING POLICY COHERENCE BY MOVING BEYOND ‘TOBACCO EXCEPTIONALISM’**

It would be inappropriate to exaggerate the extent of the incoherence in policy and practice between tobacco control and foreign policy, trade, development or global health governance more broadly, nor should the political commitment to reducing tobacco morbidity and mortality be underestimated. The FCTC process has incorporated a number of practices intended to actively promote policy coherence, including the establishment of multisectoral governmental committees during negotiations, the work of the UN’s Ad Hoc Interagency Task Force on Tobacco Control, and the central role of legal, anti-fraud and customs and excise departments in the ongoing development of the Intergovernmental Negotiating Body on a Protocol on Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products. Crucially, moreover, the UN High-Level Meeting in September 2011 offered a remarkable opportunity to redress the longstanding neglect of NCDs within development goals including health equity, poverty reduction and human security, with tobacco control being highlighted as the ‘most urgent and immediate priority’.

It must also be acknowledged that such variation in practice between tobacco control and other health goals has often been deliberate, with benefits in generating political will and driving policy innovation. What might be termed ‘tobacco exceptionalism’ was memorably captured by the observation of a WHO Committee of Experts: ‘Tobacco use is unlike other threats to global health. Infectious diseases do not employ multinational public relations firms. There are no front groups to promote the spread of cholera. Mosquitoes have no lobbyists’. The tobacco epidemic has thus been portrayed as a unique threat to public health at national and international levels, with transnational tobacco corporations perceived as a pariah industry differentiated by conduct and product characteristics from other commercial actors.

Yet while tobacco products are clearly exceptional in the severity of their health impacts, (no other consumer product kills one in two users when used exactly as intended), there is little to suggest that the corporate strategies of alcohol or food corporations are inherently more conducive to positive health outcomes. It is arguable that this exceptionalist imagery constitutes a barrier to the promotion of more substantial policy coherence in global health.

The relevance of ‘tobacco exceptionalism’ in perceptions of credible policy options at the international level was suggested by the Centre for Strategic and International Studies prior to the UN High Level Meeting on NCDs. While the FCTC was depicted as a model that could be broadly applicable across NCDs, the distinctive model of governance represented by Article 5.3 was rejected as inappropriate:

‘[T]he private sector, particularly the food and beverage industries, is extremely important to finding durable solutions. For that reason it is essential to include these industries in preparatory discussions… Here, the tobacco industry must be treated separately, given that there is no compromise possible over promoting a product that is implicated in over 8 million deaths per year (sic). However, there is a clear incentive, and interest, for the food and beverage industries to have a seat at the table and work toward a shared framework with target goals around both new norms and regulation.’

Such an analysis perhaps begs the question of how many annual deaths food or alcohol companies would need to be implicated in before partnership approaches would be deemed inappropriate. Since NCD epidemics are driven by the
commercial activities of such industries, the extent to which their interests conflict with public health goals necessitates more serious examination of the exclusionary model of health governance successfully used in tobacco control. The scale of the challenge implied in extending such an approach is evident in the widespread concerns regarding the influence of food and alcohol companies preceding the UN High Level Meeting on NCDs. While the prominence of the strong call for further implementation of the FCTC suggests that the summit’s political declaration was positive from a narrow tobacco control perspective, the lukewarm response to the declaration and the absence of clear timetables and commitments to action indicate limited political will to confront the interests of alcohol and food companies.

Tobacco control itself could have much to gain from abandoning a presumption of its uniqueness in policy terms, integrating with broader public health and development agendas and learning appropriate lessons from their diverse experiences. For example, while the huge financial impetus provided by the Bloomberg and Gates foundations is unambiguously welcome, the experience of global health initiatives in infectious diseases suggests a need for caution in managing potential negative impacts such as distortion of national priorities, undermining local health organisations by recruiting key personnel, or inadequate governance practices.

Conflict of interest provisions for tobacco control could also be strengthened by recognising that the fundamental conflict with the tobacco industry exists within a broader context in which corporate interests are unlikely to neatly coincide with those of public health. The role of pharmaceutical companies in the medicalisation of tobacco control is a case in point. WHO’s Tobacco Free Initiative programme manager recently warned of the need for tobacco control to preserve a distance from drug companies, noting that ‘the tobacco industry is starting to joke that we have been sold to the pharmaceutical industry’. The scope for distortion of priorities is perhaps suggested by the 2009 FCTC global progress summary report, in which ‘treatment of tobacco dependence and cessation of tobacco use’ was the most frequently cited priority and challenge for participating states, while strengthening price and tax measures did not appear in the top five areas cited.

Of course, concerns about the public health impacts of core features of the global political economy are not confined to tobacco control, and the opportunity to develop shared positions in contexts such as the UN is potentially significant. The presumption in favour of voluntarism in regulating the conduct of transnational corporations raises concerns in multiple sectors, and scepticism about reliance on CSR programmes to achieve social policy objectives extends far beyond tobacco control. The ongoing trade disputes outlined above suggest the need for the FCTC Conference of the Parties to take measures to advance understanding of the relationships between FCTC implementation, trade and investment agreements. The broader significance to global health of examining such relationships with key global governance instruments is suggested by the WTO TBT committee simultaneously hearing complaints against Canada’s tobacco legislation and potential challenges to Thailand’s requirements of specific health advisory statements and pictorial warnings on alcohol packaging, measures that had been introduced with specific reference to the tobacco experience.

In providing a governance model for addressing diseases promoted via globalisation, tobacco control and the FCTC offer a potential route to addressing key failings in public health policies. Prioritising the regulation of corporate conduct can help to counter ‘lifestyle drift’ in policies intended to address health inequalities, policies that often initially aspire to address social determinants ‘only to drift downstream to focus largely on individual lifestyle factors’. As a leading innovation in global health governance, the FCTC has already done much to counter what in the context of obesity Hawkes has termed the ‘reluctance to tackle the more structural drivers of change’. The FCTC has acted as a counterweight to the extent to which international health priorities as defined in the MDGs have reflected the priorities of the wealthy.

Positioning tobacco control within a more coherent approach to NCD governance offers a further opportunity to help redefine global health and development. NCD strategies can learn from the significance that tobacco control has attached to addressing conflict of interest with corporate actors whose economic interests diverge from those of public health, with Article 5.5 establishing a particularly valuable precedent. This implies rejecting partnership with food and alcohol industries as inappropriate and voluntary regulation as inadequate given the global challenge of obesity and alcohol related harms. Beyond such ‘corporate vectors of disease’, tobacco control can itself benefit from a broader recognition of the need to more carefully scrutinise the terms of relationships with those actors where health and commercial sector interests may partially coincide, including philanthropic organisations and pharmaceutical companies. The scale of the global burden of NCDs highlights the opportunity for major gains from increased policy coherence, but the recent UN declaration equally demonstrates the enormous advocacy challenge entailed in securing the political will necessary to realise that opportunity.
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What this paper adds

- The WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) reflects an unprecedented prominence for tobacco control within global health and a new salience within foreign policy. However, as the FCTC negotiations could not resolve the tensions that exist with trade agreements, limited progress has been made in establishing tobacco control among development goals, and tobacco control priorities and governance can be hard to reconcile with those for other health issues.

- This paper uses the concept of policy coherence to examine the extent of tobacco control’s congruence with key economic, development and health goals. It suggests that insistence on the purportedly unique nature of the tobacco pandemic and conduct of the tobacco industry, termed here ‘tobacco exceptionalism’, limits scope for potentially productive synergies with other policy communities.

- The distinctive model of governance represented by the FCTC could have much broader application to global health, and is particularly important in the context of the UN High-Level Meeting on Non-communicable Diseases.
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